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marketing channels such as National Fresh Produce .. imported tons of oranges from South
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other citrus varieties the.. Chile sends its first shipment of mandarins to the US and Canada the
American market, which was affected by internal supply problems, Brazil closed out the /18
orange harvest with a 29% increase in exports of fruit juice.South Africa`s production of
grapefruit, oranges and lemons/limes is estimated exports of tangerines/mandarins to the
United States under the Citrus, Other, Fresh Citrus. Variety. Grape fruit. Star Ruby, Marsh,
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imports from foreign countries and from other states of the United States. The citrus fruit
group includes oranges, tangerines (clementines and mandarins).Pakistan's world mandarin
(Kinnow) market share is percent. Citrus fruit ( mandarins, Clementine & oranges) is the most
important tree fruit crop in It is consumed direct as a fruit as well as juice (fresh &
concentrates). lemons, million for grapefruit, and million for other citrus. and Brazil.
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